Weighted norm inequalities for the Laplace transform are obtained by reducing the Laplace operator to the Hardy operator. The conditions obtained include necessary and sufficient conditions when one of the weights is doubling, including, in particular, all the power weights.
The Hardy operator 77/ is given by H fix) = f* fit) dt. Let 77* denote the adjoint operator of 77, H*f{x) = f™ fit) dt. By a weight, we mean a nonnegative function. The main results of this note are the following two theorems. Theorem 1. Let v and w be weights defined on (0, oo). In order for the Laplace transform ¿¿?: Lp{v) -► Lq{w) boundedly, set uix) = x~2wil/x).
(a) If 1 < p < q < oo, it is necessary that (1.10) Since the Laplace transform is self-adjoint, there are dual versions to both theorems. Thus Theorem 1 gives necessary and sufficient conditions when the domain weight v is increasing, and its dual version can be used when the range weight w is decreasing.
(1.11) Theorem 1 is quite elementary, and although it appears to be new, its proof is more or less implicit in papers like [1] or [5] . We have included it because it nicely illustrates the idea of reducing the Laplace transform to the Hardy operator.
(1.12) Theorem 2 gives necessary and sufficient conditions whenever the range weight w is such that J2?w{2x) « S'wix).
A simple change of variables shows that this holds whenever w satisfies the doubling condition w{2x) < Cwix), which includes all decreasing w's as well as the increasing power weights. So, in view of remark (1.10), Theorem 2 supercedes Theorem 1. It is, in essence, a stronger result than Theorem 1. Needless to say, its proof is much more difficult.
In fact, this equivalence holds whenever w is doubling in the more traditional sense. Call the weight w doubling at zero if and (1.13) will follow, including the existence of S'wix), if we can bound the partial sums Sn of this series by a constant times 3>w{lx). But
2J / wit) dt by the doubling at zero
We give the proofs in the next section and describe some power weight examples in §3.
Proofs
We will, of course, need the weighted norm inequality conditions for the Hardy operator, contained in [2, 4, [6] [7] [8] [9] . These are: Conversely, for /> 0, S? fix) > ¡01/xe~xtfit)dt > \Hfi$) and (2.3) must hold after the obvious change of variable.
As promised, this was quite simple. Theorem 2 will be derived from a series of lemmas, using techniques similar to those in [3] . Proof. This follows trivially from Lemma 2.5 when p = 2 since ¿¿fwix + t)< ¿zfwix). So consider p > 2. We will assume at first that fi¿2?f)pw < oo . Let uix) = wix)i¿2ff)ix)p~2 . By the simple p = 2 case, ji&f)pw<2JfHf5?u.
We intend to apply Holder's inequality twice with exponents ip -l)/ip -2) and p -1. as the lemma asserts. So the proof will be complete if we can show that whenever / fiHf)p~lJ5?w < oo , so is Ji¿2?f)pw < 00 .
To this end, fix such an /, which we can assume with no loss of generality to be continuous since if the lemma holds for all continuous / it holds for all /. Let a be the smallest number for which / > 0 in some neighborhood ia, a + e). Hence / vanishes in (0, a], and so JfiHf)p-lJ?w = 1°° fix)Hfix)"-l^wix)dx< 00 .
This forces ^fw{x) < oo a.e. for a < x < a + e, and since S'wix) decreases, it must be finite for all x > a.
We can approximate f by g continuous and compactly supported in (a, oo). It will suffice to show that ¡{SCgyw < oo for all such g, for then we have shown that li&g)pw < 2p~l Í giHg)p-x£?w, It is clear from these that in order for the Laplace transform ¿C: Lpiv) -> Lq{w), either Sfw < oo a.e., or v = oo on a set of positive measure; that is not allowed, so 5fw is finite almost everywhere, and hence S'w decreases to zero as x-»oo.
It suffices to restrict our attention to a suitable class of test functions, say / continuous, nonnegative, and compactly supported in (0, oo). Then, integrating by parts, we get JfiHf)q-lJ?w = -L_JiHf)qi-d^w) = ^7 JiHf)ix)q5f[twit)]ix) dx, and so a sufficient condition is that H:U{o)^Lqi-d&w).
Obviously, H*i-dS?w)ix)=3'wix), so the Hardy conditions in Theorem 2.1 correspond to (1.6) and (1.8).
The same argument with ¡ fiHf)q~xS?wiqx)dx gives (1.5) and (1.7), and the proof is complete.
Power weights
As an application of Theorem 2, we will now describe the necessary and sufficient conditions for power weights for the Laplace transform. Proof. With wix) = Xa , it follows that £?w{qx) « J?u;(x), and so the necessary condition (1.5) and the sufficient condition (1.6) of Theorem 2 are equivalent. It is clear that ¿2fw blows up if a < -1 , and so a > -1 is needed. In that case 5f{xa) « x~a~l. We must check the Hardy operator condition (1.6), ffix-ßp'/py/p'x-(a+l)/q < Q So it is also necessary that ß < p -1, and then this is xl/p'-ß/p-(a+l)/q^C for all X, which forces ß = p -1 -pia+ \)/q . Since that ß is less than p -1, this is sufficient as well.
It is clear that condition (1.7) cannot hold for such weights, and so there are no admissible power weights when q < p . Weights v of the form (1 + x)^ , however, are permissible. Here we obtain completing the proof of the theorem.
